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INSTRUCTIONS FOR REQUISITIONING PARTS

NOT IDENTIFIED BY NSN

When requisitioning parts not identified by National Stock Number, it
is mandatory that the following information be furnished the supply
officer.

1- Manufacturer's Federal Supply Code Number -

2- Manufacturer's Part Number exactly as listed herein.

3- Nomenclature exactly as listed herein, including dimensions,
if necessary.

4- Manufacturer's Model Number -

5- Manufacturer's Serial Number (End Item)

6- Any other information such as Type, Frame Number, and Electrical
Characteristics, if applicable.

7- If DD Form 1348 is used, fill in all blocks except 4, 5, 6, and
Remarks field in accordance with AR 725-50.

Complete Form as Follows:

(a) In blocks 4, 5, 6, list manufacturer's Federal Supply Code
Number followed by a colon and manufacturer's Part Number
for the repair part.

(b) Complete Remarks field as follows:

Noun: (nomenclature of repair part)
For: NSN:
Manufacturer:

Model:
Serial:

Any other pertinent information such as frame number, type,
dimensions, etc.





TM 9-4910-665-14&P HEADQUARTERS
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

WASHINGTON, D.C.,

Reporting Errors and Recommending Improvements. You can help
improve this manual. If you find any mistake or if you know
of a way to improve the procedures, please let us know. Mail
your letter, DA Form 2028 (Recommended Changes to Publication
and Blank Forms), or DA Form 2028-2 located in the back of
this manual direct to: Commander, US Army Armament Materiel
Readiness Command, ATTN: DRSAR-MAS, Rock Island, IL 61299.
A reply will be furnished to you.

Operator, Organizational, Direct Support and General Support
Maintenance Manual Including Repair Parts List for:

Balancer, Vehicle Wheel, Model 200-59
(4910-00-279-0629 )

NOTE

This manual is published for the purpose of identifying an author-
ized commerical manual for the use of the personnel to whom the
balancer is issued.

Manufactured by: Hunter Engineering Co.
11250 Hunter Drive
Bridgeton, MO 63044

Procured under Contract No: DAAA09-74-D-6025





CAUTION When balancing wheels, always
observe these safety measures.

1. Use For Auto/Truck Wheel Spinning Only.
2. Do Not Run Unloaded (Pulley Spins At High R.P.M.).
3. Remove Foreign Objects From Tire Before Spinning.
4. Wear Safety Glasses.
5. Never Stand In Line With Or Permit Others To Stand

In Line With A Spinning Wheel. (Rocks, gravel, etc.,
thrown from a spinning tire can be hazardous.)

6. Do Not Touch Spinning Pulley Or Wheel.
7. Disconnect Power Cord Before Servicing.
8. Make Certain Vehicle Is Properly Chocked And

Jacked-Up.



l CARS
l l TRUCKS
l l BUSSES
l l TRANSPORTS

I. EQUIPMENT

1. GENERAL

The Electronic Wheel Balance-Indicator consists of a pick-up unit and a strobe
unit. The probe of the pickup unit contacts the lower control arm or axle near
the wheel, or, in the case of dynamic balancing, the backing plate of the brake
housing. When the wheel is spun, the pickup detects any vibration caused by
the spinning wheel and relays this information to the strobe unit as en electrical
impulse. The strobe unit in turn displays the balance condition on a meter and
flashes the strobe light which shows the proper location to apply a balancing
weight to the wheel.

2.

3.

BALANCE CONDITION METER:

The numbers displayed on the meter face are a relative measure of unbalance
expressed in ounces. See Fig. 3.

FRONT-REAR SWITCH

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

This switch allows the operator to change the timing of the strobe flash for
balancing rear wheels. Positions of the switch correspond to the wheels being
balanced. (Note: When balancing front-wheel drive cars, the switch positions
Should be opposite their normal positions, that is, FRONT for rear wheels and
REAR for front wheels.) See Fig. 4).

Fig. 3



4. SENSITIVITY SWITCH

This is the switch that controls the sensitivity of the balance-condition meter.
Most wheels can be balanced with this switch set in the “normal” position.
See Fig. 4.

On vehicles with wheels that are greatly out-of-balance the meter may read off
the scale. Generally, if the reading is above "4" on the balance-condition meter,
the sensitivity switch should be changed to the “HEAVY” position. When the
switch is in the heavy position, the balancing weight applied to the wheel
should be approximately twice as much as that normally indicated by the
meter reading.

On wheels that are only slightly out-of-balance it may be helpful to hold the
sensitivity switch in the “SENSITIVE” position while taking a reading. This
position, in general, need only be used when a very precise balance is desired.
When using the “SENSITIVE” position, the meter readings are increased by a

Fig. 4 factor of approximately four.

Fig. 5

II. FRONT WHEEL BALANCING-KINETIC
(Also Rear Wheels of Front-Wheel Drive Vehicles. See Paragraph IV for bal-
ancing front drive wheels).

1. SET-UP:

(A) Jack up the front of the car from the center so that both front wheels are
approximately 11/2 inches off the floor. See Fig. 5.

(B) Check for loose wheel bearings and make adjustments as required.

(C) Spin the wheel to determine its balance condition. If it is out-of-balance.
remove all old weights from the wheel. See Fig. 6.



(D)

(E)

(F)

Fig. 8

(G)

Install the pick-up unit under the car as shown in Fig. 7. Loosen the probe
lock-screw. Raise the magnet to contact the lower contol arm solidly in a
location as close to the wheel as possible. Tighten the lock-screw. Make
sure the pick-up is not preloaded, by pulling down on the probe. The probe
should move downward about 1/8 inch from the lower control arm or axle.
When the probe is released the magnet should snap back into its original
position. See Fig. 8.

Plug the strobe unit into the proper power outlet. Plug the pickup into
the strobe. Make sure both cables are away from the wheel. Set the strobe
unit about a foot from the face of the wheel with the strobe light directed
toward the wheel.

Set the strobe “FRONT-REAR” switch in the “FRONT” position. Set the
sensitivity switch in the “NORMAL” position.

A chalk reference mark should be made on the tire. The valve stem may
also be used as a reference if it is clearly visible. See Fig. 9.

Fig. 7

Fig. 9



Fig. 10

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

2. OPERATION

NOTE: Definition of “PEAK” and “BREAK” as used in this procedure, See
Fig. 10:

PEAK -As wheel speed changes, the meter will, at certain speeds, go
up scale to a high reading and then begin to drop back. This high
reading is called a PEAK.

BREAK -The instant the meter needle begins to fall back from the peak
reading is called the BREAK.

(A) Spin the wheel up in speed until the balance condition meter needle has
gone through a definite peak and break. Remove the spinner from the
wheel and allow the wheel to coast.

NOTE: When balancing wheel, spin ONLY to ‘PEAK & BREAK’
as shown on strobe meter. Excessive wheel-speed can
result in motor abuse, unsatisfactory balancing and
loss of time.

CAUTION: Never let anyone stand in line with, or too close to, a
spinning wheel. Before spinning a wheel, always re-
move rocks from tire tread.

(B) As the wheel is coasting, the meter reading will again increase to a peak
and break. Observe the location of the valve stem or chalk mark and the
amount of weight indicated on the meter at the time of the break.

(C) Stop the wheel and revolve it by hand until the valve stem or chalk mark
is in the same position as that observed at the “break” point. Apply the
indicated weight to exact top of the wheel. See Fig. 11.

(D) Spin the wheel again. If the meter remains in the green area of the dial,
the wheel is kinetically balanced. If the meter needle does not remain in
the green area, spin the wheel as before and observe the location of the
BALANCING WEIGHT at the “break” point. Compare this location with
Fig. 12 and move or change the weight as indicated. Repeat this pro-
cedure until the meter needle remains in the green area.

(E) If the meter indicates over two ounces of weight, put part of the weight
on the inside of the wheel. This prevents the balance weights from causing
a dynamic unbalance. If moving the weights is required, always keep the
inside and outside weights close to each other.



III. FRONT WHEELS-DYNAMIC BALANCE

1. GENERAL

The Electronic Wheel Balance-Indicator can also be used to balance wheels
dynamically. Even though it is seldom a problem, if a wheel is kinetically
balanced and some vibration can still be felt or heard as a distinctive rumble,
it should then be checked for dynamic unbalance.

2. SET-UP

(B) Install the pick-up unit as shown in Fig. 13. Loosen the probe lock screw.
Extend the magnet to contact the brake backing-plate cover near the front
at a point about level with the wheel center. Tighten the lock screw.

Then turn the steering wheel back about 1/4 turn and lock it in position
with a steering-wheel holder or with the steering column lock, if the
vehicle IS so equipped.

(A) With the steering wheel, turn the wheel to be balanced to its outer limit.

3. OPERATION

(A) Spin the wheel to no more than half the speed used to kinetically-balance
the wheel. If the meter needle remains in the green area of the scale, there
is negligible dynamic unbalance in the wheel.

(B) If the meter needle goes above the green area of the scale, spin the
wheel until the meter reaches a peak. Observe the location of some ref-
erence mark, as in kinetic balancing. A kinetic balance weight may be the
most obvious reference mark.

(C) Stop the wheel. Revolve it by hand until the chosen reference mark is in
the same position as that observed at the peak reading. Attach a 3-ounce
weight to the exact forward spot on the inner rim of the wheel. Attach
another 3-ounce weight to the exact rear spot of the outer rim. See Fig. 14.

(D) Again spin the wheel. If the meter needle remains in the green, the wheel
is balanced. If the needle goes above the green, spin the wheel until it
peaks and then allow it to coast as before. Observe the location of the
dynamic weight when the meter reading breaks. See Fig. 15.

If the dynamic weight appears at:

(A) l Rear - Increase both dynamic weights.
(B) Front - Decrease both dynamic weights.
(C) Near the top or bottom-move the outside dynamic weight toward

the rear and relocate the inside dynamic weight 180 degrees from
outside dynamic weight.

(E) Repeat the procedure under (D) on preceding page until the meter needle
remains in the green.

Fig. 13

Fig. 14

Fig. 15



IV.

Fig. 16

Fig. 17

          WHEELS (And Front-Drive Wheels) WITHOUT LIMITE
SLIP DIFFERENTIAL.

1. SET-UP

(A) Block the wheels as shown in Fig. 16.

(B) Jack up the car under the frame, at the car-factory-approved jacking point,
ahead of the rear wheel to be balanced. On front-wheel drive vehicles, jack
up under frame, at the car-factory-approved jacking point, behind the
front-wheel to be balanced. Make sure jack is secure and wheels are
blocked properly.

(C) Place the pickup probe under the axle housing or spring shackle as close
to the wheel as possible. See Fig. 17.

(D) Set the “FRONT-REAR” switch in the REAR position: set the “SENSITIV-
ITY” switch in the NORMAL position.

(E) Start the engine and shift into drive or high gear. Accelerate slowly. Find
the speed at which the maximum vibration is observed. In most cases the
vibration will be observed in the 30 to 40 mile-per-hour range. (Wheel will
then be spinning approximately twice as fast as speedometer reading). DO
NOT spin wheels over 40 mph on speedometer. DO NOT spin wheels with
wheel spinner.

(F) Using this speed, observe the location of a reference mark or the valve
stem, and follow the procedures for front-wheel balancing as described in
Section II.

V. LIMITED-SLIP DIFFERENTIALS

1. SET-UP

(A) Block the front wheels.
(B) Jack up the car under frame, at the car-factory-approved jacking point.

ahead of wheel to be balanced.
(C) Jack up the opposite rear wheel under the axle near wheel and remove that

wheel. (On vehicles with independently-sprung rear wheels, jack only at
car-factory-approved jacking points.) Be sure to replace at least three lug
nuts to keep drum from coming off hub. See Fig. 18. Make sure jacks are
secure and wheels are blocked properly.

2. OPERATION

(A) Balance the wheel remaining on the car, using the normal rear-wheel pro-
cedure. The maximum vibration should be found in the 60-80 mph range,
since the doubling effect of the standard differential has been eliminated.
DO NOT spin wheels over 80 mph on speedometer.

(B) Replace the opposite wheel and reverse the position of the jacks. Do not
remove the balanced rear wheel.

LIMITED-SLIP DIFFERENTIALS

(C) Balance the second rear wheel, using the same procedure.
Fig. 18



VI. TRUCK WHEELS

1. GENERAL

(A) Follow the procedures used to balance car wheels except for the following
considerations:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Fig. 19
(6)

(7)

Before balancing any truck wheels, take a lateral run-out reading, If
more than 1/8-inch run-out exists, remove as much as possible by
loosening the bolts at the low spot and tightening the bolts at the
high spot.
Remove all rocks from the tires before spinning.
Be sure King Pins are tight.
If possible, balance the wheel statically first.
Use the longer, 27-12-1, truck probe in the pickup, if necessary. See
Fig. 19.
As truck weights are all made in 2-ounce increments, 1-ounce is as
close as some wheels can be balanced without cutting weights.
On truck wheels, normally triple the size weight called for on the wheel
balance-indicator meter. It may be necessary to place part of the
weight on the inside of the wheel.

2. OPERATION

(A) After putting on the first weight where strobe has indicated, again spin the
wheel. If weight is not at top or bottom of wheel, move the weight as shown
in Fig. 20.

(B) When the weight is at the top of the wheel, remove it, then attach the next-
size-larger weight.

When the weight is at the bottom of the wheel, remove it, then attach
the next-size-smaller weight.
Continue this procedure until the weight moves from the top to the bottom
or the bottom to the top. The wheel is then balanced.

VII. DUAL WHEELS AND FULL-FLOATING AXLES

1. SET-UP

(A) With the jack located securely under the differential housing, jack up the
rear wheels approximately 11/2 inches. See Fig. 21.

(B) Disconnect the wheel from the axle-drive by removing the hub-flange nuts
or screws. Pull the hub-flange out to clear the studs by at least 1/2 inch.
See Fig. 21.

Fig. 20

Fig. 21



2. OPERATION

(A) Spin dual wheels with a heavy-duty 8 horsepower truck spinner. See Fig. 22.
CAUTION:   Never let anyone stand in line with, or too close to a

spinning wheel.

(B) Follow the procedures outlined in Paragraph VI (TRUCK WHEELS).

(C) If 12 ounces or more is called for to balance whee!, place 2/3 of weight on
inner dual wheel, and re-spin, and balance. If necessary to add addition-
al weight, apply to inner wheel.

Fig. 22
VIII. BALANCING TIPS

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Fig. 23 (E)

(F)

(G)

(H)

(I)

For best results when using the Strobe Balance-Indicator, it is recom-
mended that the 230 volt, 4 horsepower, single-phase No. 138-41-1, pas-
senger-car and truck spinner, or larger, be used. See Fig. 23.

If multiple images or erratic readings are encountered, check for loose
wheel bearings or a loose lock screw on the pick-up probe.

If a balanced wheel continues to produce vibrations on the road, check
tire run-out. Excessive run-out, (greater than l/16 inch), can cause road
vibration, even after balancing.

When spinning up a wheel and a short, quick “peak” occurs, continue spin-
ning the wheel until a second peak occurs. You may also find that a wheel
will level off after a “peak” instead of dropping as it is spun up. Remove
the spinner and look for a break in this area.

If the wheel slows down too quickly. so that the “peaks” cannot be ob-
served properly, check for tight brakes. Adjust if necessary.

If all vibration cannot be removed when balancing rear wheels, check for
drive-line unbalance and engine vibration.

Information gained in balancing one wheel of a vehicle may be used to help
balance the other wheels. If the weight readings observed when balancing
the first wheel tended to be high or low, then the readings of the opposite
wheel on the same vehicle will tend to be high or low accordingly.

If position readings are observed which appear to be displaced by 180
degrees, (that, adding the indicated weight makes the vibration worse).
check for a leaking jack or a jammed pick-up.

There has been some question as to how to best jack up the front wheels
on Twin-l-Beam vehicles (see Fig. 24). This illustration shows the proper
Jacation for jacks in order to pick up both of the Twin-l-Beams at the same
time for ease in balancing with the Strobe Balance-Indicator.

Fig. 24



F I E L D  T E S T  P R O C E D U R E S

ELECTRONIC WHEEL BALANCE-INDICATOR

DEFECT

No light and
low meter
reading.

Disconnet the pick-up.
Touch finger to Pin 1
of connector (metallic See Field Test
probe may be required). Procedures for

If light flashes the pick-up assembly.
If light does not flash

or

Return strobe
unit to an Authorized
Service Center

follow Maintenance
Procedures.

No light.
Meter operates
properly. See Step 4

Strobe lamp
flashes
continually.

See Field Test
Procedures for the

or
Return strobe unit to an
Authorized Service Center

follow Maintenance
Procedures.

Meter readings
much too low.

Light flashes.

Wheel position
is erratic or
inaccurate.

Multiple images.

STEP 1

Make sure
that the unit
has power.

Check the fuse.
Check lamp seating.

Replace the
strobe lamp.

Check lamp seating.

Disconnect the
pick-up 

STEP 2 STEP 3

 flashing stops 
 If flashing does

pick-up assembly.

not stop

See Field Test
Procedures for
the pick-up
assembly.

See Step 4

See Field Test
Procedures for
the pick-up
assembly.

See Step 4

PICK-UP ASSEMBLY (ELECTRONIC WHEEL BALANCE-INDICATOR)

(1) Check cable and
connector for
damage or loose
parts or broken
solder joints.

(2) Remove probe
assembly and
locking ring.

(3) Remove probe
holder tube by
unscrewing it
from assembly.

(4) Remove cover
by loosening the
4 screws in corners
of bottom plate.

(6) Look for broken
or shorted
electrical
connections.

(7) Check
electrical cable
shield
Connection.

(8) Check for
proper centering
of magnet and
coil assemblies.

(9) Check for
loose magnets.
Center and
retighten as
required.

(10) Check for loose
screws in
magnet carriage
system. Tighten
as required.

(11) Check for
loose coil
assembly.

(12) If coil
assembly is loose,
remove slide tube
assembly (3 hex
head cap screws).

(13) Center and
align coil assembly.
Tighten socket head
screw on bottom
plate.

(14) For reassembly,
reverse the pro-
cedure of Steps 2
thru 4.

 STEP 4
IN WARRANTY OUT OF WARRANTY

Return the strobe
unit to an Authorized
Service Center.

If the new lamp does
not work, return the
strobe unit to an
Authorized Service
Center.

Return the strobe
unit to an
Authorized Service
Center.

If no defects are found,
return both pickup and
strobe unit to
an Authorized Service
Center.

If no defects are found,
return both pickup and
strobe unit to
an Authorized Service
Center.

If new lamp does not work,
return strobe unit to an
Authorized Service Center
or follow Maintenance
Procedures.

If no defects are found,
return both pick-up and
strobe to an Authorized
Service Center or follow
Maintenance Procedures.

If no defects are found,
return both pick-up and
strobe to an Authorized
Service Center or follow
Maintenance Procedures.

bent or
(5) Check for

broken parts.



M A I N T E N A N C E

REPAIR PROCEDURE FOR ELECTRONIC WHEEL BALANCE-INDICATORS - MODELS 25-42-1 & 25-43-1

1. EQUIPMENT REQUIRED: One
228-38-1.

Electronic Wheel Balancer-Colibrator Model

2. CAUTION: The Electronic Wheel Balance-Indicator (“Strobe”) hot a 400 roll power
supply for the strobe lamp. To ovoid danger of electrical shock, always remove
power from the instrument) before faking off the cover. Immediately after removing
the cover, discharge the high voltage capacitors by shorting between the red and
block wirer on the strobe lamp connector with a screwdriver.

3. SERVICE PROCEDURE: Connect the Electronic Balance-lndicator to the Calibrator
and perform procedures outlined in Form 930T. Note any malfunction and identify

FAILURE MODE
No Light
Meter Reading OK
No Light

Meter Reading Low

RECOMMENDED PARTS REPLACEMENT
A - Strobe Lamp (=35-11-2)
B - P.C. Board (=45-49-1)
A - Fuse (For 25-42-1 Use

Fuse =33-31-2;
For 25-43-1 Use
Fuse =33-33-2)

B - P.C. Board (=45-49-l)
No Meter Reading A - Meter (=31-23-2)

Light OK B - P.C. Board (=45-49-1)
Meter Readings Do Not Change A - Sensitivity Switch
Properly When Sensitivity Switch Assembly (=18-41-1)
Is Actuated

4.

it from description given in table below, then replace parts as recommended. In
each case. The most likely replacement is listed after “A”, the next most likely
replacement part after "B".

If the required replacement part is anything other than the strobe lamp, it will be
necessary to remove the cover. (NOTE: Before. removing the cover be sure to take
precautions described in paragraph 2.) When cover is removed it is a good idea
to visually inspect the wiring in the unit for breaks or short circuits. Alto check the
printed circuit board for crocks and obvious burned parts, directing special atten-
tion to ports near the front of the unit where the high power circuitry is located.

FAILURE MODE

No Change In Calibrator Meter
When Front-Rear Switch Is
Actuated

RECOMMENDED PARTS REPLACEMENT

A - Front-Rear Switch
Assembly (=18-40-1)

Position Cannot Be
Calibrated Properly

A - P.C. Board (=45-49-1)

Blows Fuse

Unit Flashes Continuously
And Cannot Be Calibrated

A-PC. Board (=45-49-1)

A - P.C. Board (=45-49-1)

Meter Reading Cannot Be
Calibrated

A - P.C. Board (=45-49-1)

PASSENGER CAR A.

B.

C.

B. To adjust switch lock-out-linkage - First be sure electric card is dis-

B.

MAINTENANCE
OF SPINNERS: C.

TRUCK A.

To odjust ON-OFF switch--First be sure electric cord is disconnected
from power source. With spinner on side, secure, motor-mount in
normal down position. Then loosen switch-lever lock-nut and back
up screw. Next turn screw clockwise until switch clicks. Turn screw
1/2 more revolution ond tighten lock-nut.
To service switches and wiring-First, be sure electricol cord is dis-
connected from power source. Then remove switch-box cover in for-
word section of spinner core to gain access to ON-OFF switch. To
goin access to the magnectic-contactor on 3 HP spinners remove front
cover of spinner. then remove cover on magnetic switch-box cover.
To remove motor-First be sure electric cord is disconnected from
power source.
(1) 11/4 Spinners-Remove switch box cover in forward

section of spinner case and remove motor leads from switch (do
not cut). Remove front cover of spinner, swing motor mount for-
word and remove bolts securing motor to motor mount. Lift motor
from motor mount and slip motor leads out of switch box and
motor mount.

D.

(2) 3 H.P. Spinners-Remove spinner front cover. Remove contactor
box cover. Disconnect motor leads from contactor (do not cut
leads). Remove strain relief from motor cord and pull cord from
contactor box. Swing motor mount forward and remove bolts
securing motor to motor mount. Lift motor from motor mount. E.

To adjust ON-OFF switch-First be sure electric cord is disconnected
from power source-with motor-mount in the normal down position

loosen switch-lever lock-nut, and bock up screw. Next turn screw
clockwise until switch clicks. Turn screw 1/2 more revolution and
tighten lock-nut.
connected from power source.  Move brake lever forward and lift
motor-mount to drive position. Loosen lock-nut on lock-out tab above.
switch-lever and back-up-screw. Next turn screw clockwise until
switch clicks. Turn screw 1/2 more revolution and tighten lock-nut.
To service switches and wiring- First, be sure electric cord is discon-
nected from power source. For access to ON-OFF switch remove
switch-box cover in forword section of spinner case. For access to
magnetic-contactor on single-phase truck spinners. turn spinner On
side and remove cover from magnetic-contactor box under motor-
mount. For access to magnetic-contactor on three-phase truck spin-
ners,. remove cover from magnetic-contactor box opposite motor on
motor-mount.
To remove motor or, motors on single-phase truck spinner-first be
sure electric cord is disconnected from power source. With spinner
on side, remove cover from magnetic-contactor box under motor-
mount. Disconnect motor lead wires from mognetic-contactor, pull
motor leads from box. Turn spinner on rid. and remove bolts secur-
ing motor or motors to motor-mount. Lift motor from mount.
To remove motor on three-phase truck spinner-first be sure electric
cord is disconnected from power source. Then remove cover from
magnetic-contactor box opposite motor on motor-mount. Disconnect
motor lead wires from magnetic-contactor. Pull motor lead from box
and motor-mount Turn spinner on side and remove bolts securing
motor to motor-mount. Lift motor from mount.

LUBRICATION Motors do not require oiling--occasionally apply 20W oil to spinner
lid-lifter spring and to all bearing surfaces and pivot-points.



PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
Automotive Service Equipment

Regular, scheduled maintenance of balancing and
aligning equipment pays dividends in faster, more accurate
work with a resultant increase of customer satisfaction. Such
maintenance takes relatively little time or labor, since it consists
principally of simple inspection. cleaning, polishing and lubri-
cating procedures. This work con be readily handled in spore

moments by service technicians or other shop personnel.
To facilitate equipment maintenance, it is recommende

the following schedule of service for its precision aligning and
balancing equipment, and strongly suggests that a copy of this
schedule be posted in a visible location where the equipment is
most frequently used or stored.

Description
Wheel Balancer Equipment

Maintenance Required  Frequency Description Maintenance Required Frequency
Deluxe & Clean & polish, using soft cloth ond Weekly lever forward and lift motor-mount to
Economy liquid polish. drive position. Loosen lock-nut on lock-
Wheel Spinners out tab above switch-lever and back up

To adjust ON-OFF switch - First be screw. Next turn screw clockwise until
sure electirc cord is disconnected from switch clicks. Turn screw 1/2 more revo-
power source. With spinner on side, se- lution and tighten lock-nut.
cure motor-mount in normal down posi-
tion. Then loosen switch-lever lock-nut Tune-In Clean & polish, using soft cloth and Weekly
and back up screw. Next turn screw Balancers liquid polish.
clockwise until switch clicks. Turn screw
1/2 more revolution and tighten lock-nut. Relubricate

according to accom-

Pass. Car &
Clean &. polish, using soft cloth and Weekly panying instructions.
liquid polish.

Truck Wheel Adapter Brush dirt from grooves in rubber on Weekly
Spinners To adjust switch lock-out-linkage - expandable adaptors. Clean metal parts

First be sure electric cord is discon- of adaptor with a solvent such as kero-
nected (from power source. Move brake sene.

Heavy-Duty

Wheel Aligner Equipment
Description Maintenance Required Frequency Description Maintenance Required Frequency

Lite-A-Line
Projector &
Compensator

Lite-A-Line
Charts, Cabinets
& Backgrounds

Tune-A-Line
Instrument

Stationary Rack,
Passenger-Car
and Truck Pit
Pedestals &
Runways

Power Rocks

Blow off dust from exterior of instru-
ment and from inside of bulb support
with compressed air. Clean and polish
exterior, using soft cloth and liquid
polish. Clean lenses by wiping gently
with very clean soft cloth sprayed with
a glass cleaner. Clean bulb with damp
cloth. (Hi-lntensity bulbs should be
cleaned with alcohol). Check Projector
Adaptor Assembly. Compensator As-
sembly, Compensator Bearings, Light
Beams. (See Lite-A-Line Instruction Man-
ual for procedure).

Weekly

Clean and polish, using soft cloth and
liquid polish. Clean toe bar mirrors
with soft cloth and glass c1eaner. Check
level bubbles on charts, toe-mirror bar,
rear toe gage.

Weekly

Blow dust from instrument with com-
pressed air (CAUTION-Use Care to
Avoid Blowing Dampener Fluid from
Cup). Clean and polish. using soft cloth
and liquid polish. Check dampener fluid
level If low, odd fluid to 1/2-inch of top
of cup. Check instrument for  accuracy.
See Tune-A-Line Instruction Manual for
procedure. (CAUTION-Remove. Damp-
ener Fluid from Cup before Proceeding
with Instrument Check). Clean and pol-
ish check fixture. after use, using soft
cloth and liquid polish. Coat check-
shaft with oil before storing.

Weekly

Hose down with water, dry thoroughly.
clean & polish, using soft cloth and
liquid polish.

Weekly

Apply SAE 30 oil to chock pivot pins.
Clean slide tubes and coat with par-
affin.

Monthly

Check level and re-level, if required. Semi-
Tighten hold-down screws. annually

Hose down with water, dry thoroughly,
clean and polish, using soft cloth and
liquid polish. Drain air manifold, clean
air cylinder rams and coat with SAE 30
oil.

Weekly

Diagnostic Reck

Air Jacks and
Swing Air Jack

Turn Plates, Turn-
ing Angle Gages
Slide Plates
Height & Level
Gage Differential
Gage.
Bending &
Correction Tools
Alignment
Indicator

Fluorescent
Signs

Apply SAE 3D oil to chock pivot pins.
air cylimder pivot pins, cable, sheave
pins, lock pins and in hole in air
cylinder rear casting. Clean and coat
slide 1ubes with paraffin.
Apply SAE 70 grease to fittings on ram
pins and lift arm pivot pins. Check rack
leve1 and re-level, if required. Tighten
hold down screws.
Hose down with water, being careful to
avoid getting water on electric motors
and switchboxes of spinners when in-
stalled on rock. Dry thoroughly. clean
and polish, using soft cloth and liquid
polish.
Apply SAE 30 oil to 1eg pivot pins,
centering bar pivot pins, wheel stop
pins. level plates, leg cylinder shafts
and filters. Wipe hoist cy1inder with
oily cloth. Lubricate gear rock.
Check runways and re-level, if re-
quircd.
Clean with solvent. Wipe ram tube. with
oil. Apply SAE 30 oil to rollers and jack
pivot pins.
Apply SAE 70 grease to fittings with rams
fully extended. (Do not overgrease.)
Blow dirt form insides with compressed
air. (Do not grease).

Clean and polish, using soft cloth and
liquid polish.

Clean with solvent such as kcrosene. In.
spect all bending tools for wear, cracks
or other defects
Check centering mechanism. If dirty,
clean with solvent (kerosene) and re-
grease with tup grease. (See Instruction
Manual for adjustments).
Wash plastic sign with mild detergent
and water. (Gasoline or strong solvent
will damage point.)

Monthly

Semi-
annually

Weekly

Monthly

Semi-
annually
Weekly

Annually

Weekly

Weekly

Weekly

As Needed
(Frequently
in sloppy
weather)

As
required

The obove schedule is designed for normal working conditions. Equip-
ment exposed to unusually dirty, hot or corrosive conditions may require
more frequent maintenance.
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Wheel Balancer

P A R T S  C A T A L O G

(Effective September 1, 1974)

PARTS DESCRIPTION LISTING
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PARTS DESCRIPTION LISTING ---
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PARTS DESCRIPTION LISTING ---
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PARTS DESCRIPTION LISTING ---

Other Supplementary Parts Catalogs
l Form 183T-Lite-A-Line Instrumentation l Form 78OT-Dynamic Aligners
l Form 447T-Tune-A-Line Instrumentation l Form 835T-XV-II Wheel Aligners
l Form 482T-Alignment Indicators l Form 844T-Headlight Testers
l Form 513T-Alignment Racks, Stands & Turnplates l Form 921T-Electronic Wheel Balance-Indicators
l Form 514T-Alignment Cabinets l Form 944T-Ride Perfection Centers
l Form 515T-Alignment Accessories & Tools

107-A, 107.A1, 107.A2,
207-A, 207-A1, 207-A2

Adaptors

109-AV 110-AS-2 110-AV-S
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Adaptors
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Spinners

Models 125-A, 150-A, 300-A, 300-42

Models 125-B, 150-B, 300-B, 300-B2
18



Spinners

Models 400-c, 500-c, 800-C2

Models 138-41-1, 138-53-1, 138-81-1, 138-83-1
19



Accessories
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Electronic Wheel Balance-Indicators
Models 25-42-1, 26-43-1

P A R T S  C A T A L O G
(Effective October 15, 1974)

PARTS DESCRIPTION LISTING
(See Form 800T For Parts Prices)

PARTS CATALOG...

2 1



PARTS CATALOG (Cont.)...

25-42-1, 25-43-1
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By Order of the Secretary of the Army:

Official:

E. C. MEYER
General, United States Army

Chief of Staff

J. C. PENNINGTON
Major General, United States Army

The Adjutant General

* U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1991 - 281-486/43027
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